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The collapse of Enron leaves a huge scar in modern business due to their unethical and illegal operations.
Outsized frequency of complex related-party or third-party transactions , many of which do not add tangible
value can be used to conceal debt off the balance sheet. Also, it encourages introduction of new provisions
promoting innovation which belief that it will lead to better governance in substance. A rapid and
unexplainable rise in the number of day's sales in receivables in addition to growing inventories. Auditor
replacement can signal a dysfunctional relationship while missed accounting period provides extra time to
"fix" financials. The failure of Enron has shed light to few governance issues. Likewise, unexplainable
variations in percentages can serve as a red flag requiring further analysis. The firm is on the brink of
breaching their debt covenants. Companies should outline strong whistle-blowing 61 framework to employees
to emphasize on ethics. Troubh and Herbert S. It needs to be implemented regarding to the culture of
individual company which may vary enormously from different companies depending on their individual
factors. A weak system of internal control. Consistent sales growth while established competitors are
experiencing periods of weak performance. The legislation regarding to this issue should have law validity as
reminder for companies that it is illegal to do such unethical act. Strong corporate governance and internal
controls processes minimize the likelihood that financial statement fraud will go unnoticed. Therefore, the
judge has to meet criteria laid down by government resulting prosecutors is under pressure to meet the
government goals instead of public interests55, shown in Pancaran Ikrab Berhad56 case. Investors, on the
other hand, may want to take note of the following factors to discover new shorting opportunities. Carmen
Mun The subject of corporate governance leapt to global business limelight from relative obscurity after a
string of collapses of high profile companies. This can potentially indicate failure to recognize expenses or
aggressive revenue recognition. Today, the UK Corporate Governance Code is regarded as international
benchmark for good corporate governance practice. Besides that, directors close relationship with Ebbers
impotent them to be independent from doing their task. Corporate governance should not be just merely a
term, and should be practiced in all companies to deliver ethical behavior resulting long-term success of
companies. In Malaysia, the practices of governance mechanism can be analyzed from directions in master
plans so as orders from regulatory bodies. The Bottom Line Having proper knowledge of the red flags to avoid
companies indulging in unscrupulous accounting practices is a useful tool to ensure the safety of your
investments. A significant surge in the company's performance within the final reporting period of fiscal year.
An overstated life of an asset will decrease the annual depreciation expense. From the examples above, it is
undeniable that corporate governance has not been adopted. Besides Malaysia aims to improve quality
earnings among firms thus, discretionary accrual was used for earnings management and was regressed on two
governance mechanism: board of directors and audit committee. Fried and David I. High performing
companies emphasize on character of a person rather than their specific qualifications because it is impossible
to pay people to be committed unless they are willing to give of themselves to develop a company as equally
as they needed the company for income and benefits. This suggests obsolete goods for which the firm records
fictitious future sales. A mathematical approach, known as the Beneish Model , evaluates eight ratios to
determine the likelihood of earnings manipulation. The firms did not emphasize enough on governance and
make it a compliance culture. It should be adopted since young encouraging one to observe matters spiritually
rather than the letter of law. Despite so, moral philosophy still has a strand in debate. Enron is proved not
following the spirt of their own procedures of codes of ethic, conduct and governance. The company maintains
consistent gross profit margins while its industry is facing pricing pressure. They could offer proxy voting to
give shareholders to discharge board members. The most common financial statement fraud red flags:
Accounting anomalies , such as growing revenues without a corresponding growth in cash flows. After
modeling Madoff's portfolio, Markopolos realized that the consistent returns achieved were impossible.
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Accounting information systems 18 Beresford, D. In the US where Sarbanes-Oxley Act codified as law shows
a stricter approach towards corporation governance due collapsed of Enron. The merit is due to the idea of
encouraging companies to adopt spirit of the Code rather than compliance statutory exercising. Law
Commission increasingly utilized economic theory in their company law work and Court of Appeal use
economic analysis deciding in Item Software Ltd v Fassihi40 - showing support.


